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Book Reviews By John Scanlon

HIS year’s “Racehorses of 2018,” the 72nd offering in
the Racehorses series, will, like all its predecessors, serve

as an invaluable reference source for all who take racing and
breeding seriously.
Anyone hoping for a major change in the format and tone of

the publication will be disappointed. As with all good things,
the publishers have wisely adhered to the maxim ‘if it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it.’
Over the course of more than 1,200 pages, the essential

stories and vital statistics of the 2018 season are laid out in
admirable detail. As ever, the photography is of a high
standard; around 60 posed portraits of the year’s equine stars
are joined by well over 150 race photographs from racecourses
at home and abroad.
In a fascinating introduction to the annual, Timeform recalls

the longstanding friendship between the organisation’s
founder, Phil Bull, and the legendary bookmaker, William Hill,
and looks at many of the current issues in racing, including the

likely damage to racing’s finances which may arise as a
result of the recent reduction in maximum permitted
stakes on fixed odds betting terminals. 
In looking at what can be done to increase interest in

the sport, Timeform are critical of those with what they
call a ‘modernising agenda’, who seek to simplify or
dumb down the sport, accusing them of being ‘guilty of
underestimating the appeal of its mystique, and also of

underestimating the intelligence of the racing public.’
Mark’s achievement in becoming the most successful trainer

in British racing history is dealt with in the essay on Dee Ex
Bee. The piece on his Epsom conqueror, Masar, contains some
interesting observations on the fate of the 11 Derby winners in
the past 40 years who have remained in training at four.
On a lighter, and perhaps churlish note, can I share one

observation regarding some of the ratings? Far be it from me
to second guess the Halifax gurus on the value of certain
juvenile form, but suffice it to say I struggle to understand how
Vange is rated 108, when Deep Intrigue, who beat the Iffraaj
colt at level weights by three-quarters of a length at Beverley
in May and who won on his only other start, is rated 12lb
inferior to him.
No-one with a serious interest in racing can really afford to

be without the Timeform annual. At £79 it’s not cheap, but
there’s no question it provides real value for money and will be
a source of interest for years to come.
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’M grateful to Raceform for sending
me a selection of their ‘Flat’ annuals to

review. I spent a thoroughly enjoyable
evening leafing through these four, very
different publications and can certainly
confirm, that in their different ways, they
have certainly whetted my appetite for the
months ahead.
RFO’s Guide is very much a punting

manual. It’s packed with statistics and
useful information, but I liked the profiles
on trainers Joseph Tuite and George Scott,
too. Regular contributors offer their lists of
horses to follow and there are interesting
thoughts on the ante-post markets and a
review of last year’s major juvenile races.
100 Winners – Horses To Follow does

what it says on the tin. It lists, in
alphabetical order, 100 horses to follow and gives a brief

summary of their form to date. I’m always
sceptical that this type of book tends to
focus on the big yards, but the proof of the
pudding is in the eating and I must say I
have noticed that a fair number of the
selected horses have already won this
term.
The Post’s Guide to the Flat is a

beautifully produced, colourful and
attractive booked packed with features I
thoroughly enjoyed reading. Broadly
divided into four sections – the trainers,
the experts, the key horses and the stats –
it’s easy on the eye and well worth a read.
‘The Lowdown’ on Mark Johnston will be
of interest to followers of the yard but

perhaps their advice to punters to avoid following Mark’s
runners at Ascot is best ignored!
I found Jon Gibby’s book on well-handicapped three-year-

olds interesting too. While I personally would baulk at
backing someone else’s picks blindly, it was fascinating to
read about how he has gone about assembling his list, and I
imagine the statistics provided regarding the sires of the
selections and their progeny records by distance, going and
all-weather surface type might be of assistance if I ever want
to spend inordinate amounts of time analysing a race!
All available from the Racing Post shop, these annuals are

guaranteed to interest even the most ardent jumps fan in the
summer game.

Racing & Football Outlook’s Flat Racing Guide
100 Winners-Horses to Follow
Racing Post Guide to the Flat 2019
Well-Handicapped Three-Year-Olds (Jon Gibby)
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